Ages 7+

The Work of the Holy Spirit

Jesus told His disciples that the Holy Spirit would come to them.

Find the correct path through the maze to help the disciples take the news about Jesus to others.

Copy the squares onto the grid. Find a symbol of the Holy Spirit.
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What was the Spirit going to do?
Fit the pieces into the puzzle.

What else did Jesus say the Spirit will do?

Use the code to find the answer.

 Codes:

- ♠=A  ♣=G  ♠=N  ♦=U
- ♥=B  ♢=H  ♦=O  ♣=V
- ♠=C  ♣=I ♠=P  ♣=W
- ♥=D  ♢=J ♢=Q  ♦=X
- ♥=E  ♢=K  ♠=R  ♣=Y
- ♠=F  ♢=L ♦=S  ♣=Z
- ♦=M  ♠=T
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